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Community Conversation

Sixteen members of the community, including several community organizers and teachers, met to 
discuss the current state and potential growth of the Eugene tango community.  This came as a 
significant opportunity to look at how tango has evolved following the close of The Tango Center.  In 
addition, this gathering provided a space to “talk Tango” and explore many nuances that make Eugene 
tango unique.

Two topics were discussed based on community interests found through several surveys.  These 
surveys were conducted prior to the community conversation and showed much interest in the areas 
of building inclusivity and a cooperative, healthy tango scene.  Each topic was separately assigned to a 
group, analyzed, and then shared with the entire group.  The most significant elements are provided 
here.

Inclusivity

Acceptance and inclusivity were the most salient issues raised in the surveys.  Whether you felt 
accepted and welcomed, along with different groups coming together at community events were 
strong motivators to get respondents to dance more frequently.  Reciprocally, feeling isolated or 
rejected was the greatest deterrence.   In this discussion group, community members came up with 
three ideas on how to decrease feelings of isolation for dancers.

1.  Implement more desired activities (e.g. house parties, practicas, milongas).

2. Give back to the community individually-- Doing one’s part!

3. Provide a single website/forum for community members to access to stay in touch with community 
events and issues.

Organization Inter & Extra-Communication

For a tango community to be a success, it requires the effort of many individuals.  Often, instructors 
and organizers are seen as guides.  The focus of this discussion group was finding ways to better 
support instructors and organizers in their attempts at community development.  Three main topic 
areas arose in the course of conversation.

1. Helping develop an accessible system to communicate
Etango has been a helpful resource in allowing the tango community to access information on 
tango events in Eugene.  In addition, there was interest in a tango forum and digital calendar.  
Although the Eugene tango listserve is heavily used by instructors, it can be somewhat 
overwhelming.  Having a simplified forum may help reduce this tension.  As well, having a digital 
calendar that easily allows you to see what is occurring in the community at a glance. 

2. Encouraging consistency in events
Having predictable events (although different in nature) may provided community members with a 
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good understanding of where and in what style they can dance.  As well, these events can be 
beneficial if they were ran consistently, with vary little variation in their schedule.

3. Encouraging coordination among instructors
There are many reasons to involve instructors in cooperative ventures.  When organizers come 
together, they can bring in big named instructors, help each other make profits to continue their 
work in the community, and to avoid interfering with each other’s events.
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